Spatially and Temporally Resolved Measurements of Velocity in a H2-air Combustion-heated Supersonic jet
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This paper presents simultaneous measurements at multiple points of two orthogonal components of flow velocity using a single-shot interferometric Rayleigh scattering (IRS) technique. The measurements are performed on a large-scale Mach 1.6 (Mach 5.5 enthalpy) H2-air combustion jet during the 2007 test campaign in the Direct Connect Supersonic Combustion Test facility at NASA Langley Research Center. The measurements are performed simultaneously with CARS (Coherent Anti-stokes Raman Spectroscopy) using a combined CARS-IRS instrument with a common path 9-nanosecond pulsed, injection-seeded, 532-nm Nd:YAG laser probe pulse. The paper summarizes the measurements of velocities along the core of the vitiated air flow as well as two radial profiles. The average velocity measurement near the centerline at the closest point from the nozzle exit compares favorably with the CFD calculations using the VULCAN code. Further downstream, the measured axial velocity shows overall higher values than predicted with a trend of convergence at further distances. Larger discrepancies are shown in the radial profiles.

Nomenclature

\( d \) = exit diameter of jet
\( x \) = x-coordinate, along jet centerline
\( y \) = y-coordinate, perpendicular to the jet centerline
\( u \) = axial velocity, in the x-axis direction
\( v \) = radial velocity, in the y-axis direction
\( \bar{u} \) = mean axial velocity
\( \bar{v} \) = mean radial velocity
\( u' \) = \( u - \bar{u} \)
\( v' \) = \( v - \bar{v} \)
\( x_0 \) = 0, x-origin defined at the nozzle exit plane
\( y_0 \) = 0, y-origin at the jet centerline
\( k_0 \) = incident wave vector of the probe laser
\( k_{s1} \) = scattered light wave vector in a first direction to measure the v-component of velocity
\( k_{s2} \) = scattered light wave vector anti parallel with \( k_{s1} \) to measure the u-component of velocity
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I. Introduction

Both experimental and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methods are widely used in the design and analysis of hypersonic air-breathing engine flow paths. Most CFD methods employ models that are based on statistical properties of flow turbulence. The actual statistical properties can be known only when multiple flow properties are measured simultaneously, and when the spatial scales (hundreds of microns or less) and temporal scales (hundreds of nanoseconds or less) of the turbulent fluctuations are resolved. Correlations between those properties lead to a more detailed understanding of complex flow behavior and aid in the development of multi-parameter turbulence models for computational fluid dynamics codes.\textsuperscript{1,2}

This paper presents simultaneous measurements at multiple points of two orthogonal components of flow velocity using an interferometric Rayleigh scattering (IRS) technique.\textsuperscript{3} The measurements are performed simultaneously with a combined CARS-IRS (Coherent Anti-stokes Raman Spectroscopy – Interferometric Rayleigh Scattering) instrument that uses the same 9-nanosecond pulsed, injection seeded, Nd:YAG laser beam (at 532 nm) for both techniques.\textsuperscript{4} The experiments were conducted at NASA Langley Research Center’s Direct Connect Supersonic Combustor Test Facility (DCSCTF) on an axisymmetric Mach 1.6 H\textsubscript{2}-air combustion-heated jet flow at enthalpy levels of a Mach 5.5 hypersonic flight.\textsuperscript{5,6,7} A complementary paper describes in detail the measurements of flow temperature obtained simultaneously with velocities using the CARS system.\textsuperscript{8}

II. Description of the Instrument

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the experimental setup for IRS. The IRS instrument measures by directing and focusing polarized light from a green beam laser (wave vector $k_0$) using a first lens ($L_1$) to a measurement volume within the gas medium, providing laser illumination from one direction as shown in the figure. Laser light, elastically scattered in the measurement volume by the gas molecules, is collected from two opposite directions using a lens ($L_3$) for one direction and a mirror ($M_r$) for the other. Both collected signal beams ($k_{s1}$ and $k_{s2}$), directly collected by the lens $L_3$ and collected and retroreflected toward the lens by the mirror $M_r$, are combined in a single signal beam. This collected scattered light (the signal) is then collimated by lenses $L_4$ and $L_5$, combined with a fraction of the main laser light (reference beam) using a beam combiner/mixer, and passed through a solid etalon for spectral analysis (black box). The interference fringe pattern generated at the output of the etalon (by the lens $L_6$) is recorded by a CCD camera at 20 Hz, the laser pulse and the measurement repetition rate. The resulting recorded image, as shown in Fig. 2, contains the scattered light spectral information in two horizontal patterns, and the laser frequency (concentric ring pattern) used as

![Figure 1. Measurement configuration (all vectors are in the horizontal plane)](image1)

![Figure 2. Single-shot interferogram containing reference laser frequency (concentric ring pattern) and Rayleigh scattered light spectral information (horizontal patterns). The interferogram is obtained in the axi-symmetric supersonic jet, with the top horizontal pattern for the radial component, and the bottom horizontal pattern for the axial component of velocity.)](image2)
a reference frequency. The horizontal patterns are the images of the laser beams (viewed from two directions) filtered out spectrally by the etalon.

Each horizontal pattern determines an independent velocity component. In-house developed image processing software extracts spatial and spectral information for both velocity components from each interferogram image. These data are fit with theoretical Rayleigh scattering models (Gaussian functions) to determine the Doppler shift frequency of the spectra with respect to the reference laser frequency. The magnitude of each flow velocity component is then calculated from the Doppler shift.

An example of spatially and temporally resolved IRS spectra from two closely separated measurement locations is shown in Fig. 3. The temporal resolution is about 40 ns, and the spatial distance between spectra is about 0.4 mm. Figure 3(a) and Fig. 3(b), show the experimental data (black symbols), the theoretical best fit (black line), and the residual between them (blue). The fit functions are Gaussian functions (red lines) with the narrow peak (the reference frequency) being at the laser frequency. Figure 3(b) shows spectra with the reference peaks at the noise level that are predominant in the measurements presented here.

The bisector of the angle formed by the incident laser beam and the viewing direction gives the direction of the velocity component being measured. Since the collection directions of the scattered light are anti-parallel, the two components of velocity being measured are orthogonal. An angle of $60\pm1^\circ$ (forward scattering) was used to measure the streamwise component of velocity, $u$, and an angle of $120\pm1^\circ$ (backward scattering) to measure the component of velocity in a perpendicular direction, $v$.

The volume imaged by the IRS system contains four non-evenly spaced measurement points of about 0.2 mm$^3$ each in the images of the laser beams (Fig. 2). These points are distributed along about 1.6 mm of the laser beam at its focus. The inner points of this pattern are situated about 0.8 mm apart, with at the next points being about 0.4 mm further apart on each side. More detailed information about the IRS system and data analysis can be found in references 9 and 10.

### III. Facility Description

The nozzle assembly installed in the DSCSTF consists of a water-cooled nickel flange, a water-cooled copper nozzle block, and a stainless steel cone. The convergent-divergent nozzle is formed within the copper block, and its contour was designed by the method of characteristics to provide a uniform Mach 1.6 flow at the exit. A coflow nozzle is formed by the space between the copper block and the steel cone. The coflow nozzle is connected to the
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fuel supply (H₂) but it is not used during the experiment reported herein. The nozzle is instrumented with thermocouples and pressure taps.

In the facility, the nozzle assembly is fixed horizontally, so the laser beam delivery system and the IRS optics translate horizontally in two dimensions to probe multiple spatial locations in a horizontal plane. Two linear translation stages were used as means of translating the system up to 0.6 m in the cross flow directions, and 1 m in the streamwise direction (~9 to 16 nozzle diameters). The translation stages have a position accuracy of 200 μm and repeatability of ±12 μm. Due to physical and equipment constraints (including constraints imposed by the CARS system) two arrangements were used to probe the flow. The upstream setup permitted measurements from 0.87 to 7 nozzle diameters downstream of the nozzle exit plane, while the downstream setup allowed measurements between 6 and 13 nozzle diameters. Overlapping test points were set at the intersection of these two regions to check reproducibility of the measurements. All measurement points were performed in a horizontal semi-plane passing through the centerline of the jet (and containing the laser beams). The jet was captured by an exhaust pipe (to minimize the fire hazard during experiments) placed axially in front of the jet for both the upstream and the downstream tests at about 24 nozzle diameters downstream of the nozzle exit. The pipe, with an inside diameter of 24.8 cm, is connected to a vacuum sphere (22 meters in diameter) and is the lowest cross-sectional area in the exhaust system. The pressure in the sphere was reduced to a few torr (mm Hg) before runs, and the typical increase in pressure during a 50 sec run was of the order of 140 torr. Other details of the experimental setup in the facility, including the jet nozzle and combustor design, can be found in references 4 and 6.

Figure 4 shows an infrared image (in the range of 3 μm to 5 μm) of the jet flow during the facility run at Mach 5.5. The flow is from left to right. The curved objects in the field of view are optical components.

IV. The Velocity Distribution

A. CFD simulations using the VULCAN code

For the present work, the jet into ambient air was simulated numerically using the VULCAN CFD code. This code solves the Navier-Stokes equations using a finite volume discretization. The inviscid fluxes were computed using the low dissipation flux split scheme of Edwards in conjunction with a 3rd order MUSCL stencil and a limiter by Van Leer. Thermodynamic properties for the thermally perfect gases were computed using the curve fits of McBride et. al. The turbulence was modeled using the k-omega model of Wilcox. The computational domain extended 60 jet diameters downstream of the nozzle exit and 40 jet diameters radially from the centerline to the outer boundary. It also included the facility combustor downstream of the fuel injectors and the Mach 1.6 nozzle. Calculations were made with both coarse (124,556 points) and fine grids (494,332 points) to ensure that the solutions were grid resolved. The combustor conditions†† were at a total pressure of 419 kPa and a total

†† Initial calculations used conditions published by Cutler³ (P₀ = 419 kPa and T₀ = 1327 K) however, these did not match the CARS temperature data.⁸ A second set of calculations was then made at P₀ = 419 kPa and a total temperature of 1397 K.
temperature of 1397 K. In the surrounding ambient air the total pressure was 1 atmosphere with a 20 m/sec velocity imposed to mimic the airflow in the test cell and to aid numerical convergence. Figure 5 shows Mach contours in the flow near the jet exit. A shear layer develops between the high velocity jet flow and the very low velocity ambient airflow. At these conditions the pressure in the jet exit is slightly higher than the ambient pressure resulting in weak waves reflecting back and forth between the shear layer and the centerline.

The flow through the exhaust pipe into the vacuum sphere generated choked flow at the entrance or somewhere in the pipe. This close proximity of the exhaust pipe to the nozzle exit affected the downstream free jet properties slightly. Two CFD calculations were performed to investigate this effect, one without the pipe and a second with the pipe. In the simulation neglecting the exhaust pipe, the jet centerline became subsonic about 11 jet diameters from the nozzle exit and continued to decelerate further downstream. With the pipe, the flow downstream of the sonic point (at about Mach 0.8) re-accelerates to a supersonic Mach number. The exhaust pipe influences the downstream subsonic flow and slightly affects the upstream core flow (about 0.5% of the main stream velocity).

B. Streamwise Velocity Profiles near the Centerline of the Jet

Figure 6 shows the average axial velocity \( u_{ave} \) as function of the normalized distance from the nozzle exit plane, \( x/d \) (where the nozzle exit plane is at \( x/d = 0 \pm 0.02 \), and \( d = 6.35 \) cm), at \( y/d = 0.04 \pm 0.06 \) near the centerline. The centerline distribution of the average radial velocity \( v_{ave} \) is plotted similarly in the same figure using open symbols. The data plot is divided into two parts: upstream (black symbols) and downstream (red symbols), corresponding to the two distinctive sets of measurements that were performed. Error bars of one standard deviation about the mean velocity are shown in the figure. Due to the experiment modifications from the upstream to downstream measurements (it is possible that the measurement locations are not overlapped) there is a jump in the average velocity of about 50 m/sec (one standard deviation at that location) at the intersection of these two datasets. Slightly different flow conditions in the combustor might also have a contribution to this jump. A plot of the standard deviation of the measured velocity versus the normalized distance from the nozzle plane is also shown in the lower part of the figure.

The systematic errors of the instrument cannot be fully quantified (at this time) for the entire range of the instrument. The measurements in stagnant air show that the error of measuring zero velocity in the axial direction has a systematic error of about 20 m/sec. The uncertainty in the scattering angle of \( \pm 1^\circ \), relative to the velocity vector being measured, contributes to a systematic error in calculating the velocity of about \( \pm 1.5\% \) or about \( \pm 15 \) m/sec. Therefore, the total systematic error in the velocity measurements quantifiable at this time becomes about 25 m/sec. The instrument’s random error in the facility, based on the ability to determine the free spectral range of the interferogram, is found to be about 30 m/sec for the axial component and about 4.5 m/sec for the radial component of velocity. The errors associated with the change in the bias velocity as a function of velocity and gas temperature are unknown, although in Reference 11 it was determined for a similar setup that the velocity bias was no more than 30 m/sec over the range of temperatures used in this experiment. The instrument systematic error of measuring zero velocity (20 m/s) was subtracted from the dataset measured values to correct this known error.

As expected, the flow turbulence, as measured by the standard deviation in the velocity measurements, significantly increases with the distance from the nozzle exit. Increases are as much as about 7 times and 3 times the near-field velocity fluctuations of \( u \) and \( v \), respectively.

Figure 6. Near centerline average velocity \( u \) and \( v \) (top), and the standard deviation of the measured velocity (bottom) as function of the normalized distance \( x/d \) from the nozzle exit plane.
The centerline measurement results are summarized in Table 1 as a function of the normalized distance x/d along with the average of the measured velocity, $\bar{u}$ and $\bar{v}$, the standard deviation of the measurement, $\sigma_u$ and $\sigma_v$, and the number of measurements, $N_u$ and $N_v$, used to compute the velocity average from about 200 measurements per set point. The reported velocity measurements are the average from two spatially separated measurement locations about 0.4 mm apart. The effective measurement volume is thus about $0.2 \times 0.2 \times 0.6$ mm. Each mean velocity data point presented here is obtained from one run performed at that location. On average, about 5 times more data is available at one location. All this data will be processed and reported in the near future.

The first data point in Fig. 6, the closest to the nozzle exit, compares favorably with CFD calculations. Further downstream the measured velocity shows overall higher values than the free jet CFD simulation, but both fall, as one would expect, in the downstream region of the jet. This is shown again in Fig. 7 for single-shot measurements. The data is obtained simultaneously from two spatial points at the specified x/d locations (red and black symbols) and from a rapid scan along the jet performed continuously between 0.87 and 4.9 nozzle diameters downstream (red and black circle symbols). For comparison, the CFD is computed on the centerline (light blue) and off axis at y/d = 0.1 (dark blue). The comparison of the measurements with the CFD data at y/d = 0.1 suggests a possible off axis measurement (in the expansion flow regions), although this cannot explain the ~200 m/s discrepancy.

Figure 6 shows a sudden change in $v$ between the upstream and downstream regions. An explanation is that the bisector of the angle formed by the direction of the laser beam and the receiving optics which define the direction of the measurement does not perfectly overlap the direction of the velocity vector intended to be measured, i.e., the resultant wave vector is not parallel with the velocity vector. The contribution of the $v$ velocity component to the measured velocity $u$ is negligibly small, but the contribution of the $u$ component (at about 1100 m/sec) to the measured $v$ component (less than 100 m/sec) can be significant. The induced measurement error in the $v$-component can be as much as 20 m/sec per degree of offset angle. This error is unavoidable when the measurement of this angle cannot be obtained with accuracy better than $\pm 1^\circ$, though it can be minimized by a calibration of the instrument. For the presented data set, such laborious calibration was not possible before every run in the test facility due to a multitude of factors including the setup configuration and the time constraint. For the upstream measurements the offset angle is about $+3^\circ$, and is unknown for the downstream measurements.

### Table 1. The axial velocity data near the centerline of the jet (at y/d = 0.04 ± 0.006 where d = 6.35 cm). Red indicates downstream data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>x/d</th>
<th>$\bar{u}$ (m/sec)</th>
<th>$\sigma_u$ (m/sec)</th>
<th>$\bar{v}$ (m/sec)</th>
<th>$\sigma_v$ (m/sec)</th>
<th>$N_u$</th>
<th>$N_v$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1069</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>-21</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1192</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1241</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1213</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>-11</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>1214</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>-28</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>1197</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>-23</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>1156</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>1110</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>821</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Single-shot measurements and CFD calculations of the axial velocity as function of the normalized distance x/d from the nozzle exit plane. CFD data computed on the centerline (turquoise) and off axis at y/d = 0.1 (blue).
Measurements performed at four points simultaneously are shown in Fig. 8 for the axial velocity component as a function of time. The measurements are obtained near the jet centerline at $x/d = 0.87$, the closest location to the nozzle exit plane (first point in Fig. 6, Fig. 7, and in Table 1). Again, for the current configuration, the four non-evenly spaced points are distributed symmetric along about 1.6 mm of the laser beam at its focus (as shown in the horizontal pattern of Fig. 2). The furthest two inner points around the center of pattern are situated about 0.8 mm apart (between $u_1$ and $u_3$), with the closest (the sides of the pattern) at about 0.4 mm apart (between $u_1$ and $u_2$ or $u_3$ and $u_4$). The red trace shows clearly a difference in the velocity measured between points at this location visible also at locations up to 2.6 nozzle diameters downstream as shown in Fig. 7.

![Figure 8](image8.png)

**Figure 8.** Simultaneous measurement of the axial velocity at four spatial locations near the jet centerline of a Mach 1.6/Mach 5.5 enthalpy jet: The measurements are obtained near the jet exit at $x/d = 0.87$.

C. Radial Profiles

Figure 9 shows two measured radial profiles and the CFD calculations of the axial ($u$) and radial ($v$) velocity at two axial locations: 2.6 and 11 nozzle diameters downstream. The red and black symbols represent single shot data from rapid scans of the flow in the radial direction. These data are obtained simultaneously from measurements at two spatially separated measurement locations about 0.4 mm apart. The data marked in dark blue with error bars were obtained from averaging multiple single-shot measurements. Similarly, the data without error bars are obtained by averaging the measurements from two spatial locations. It is clear that for the profile at $x/d = 2.6$ (Fig. 9(a)) the
axial velocity does not reach zero at or around one nozzle diameter outside jet, as predicted in the CFD solution (light blue line). (Note in Figure 5 that the CFD solution has a recirculation region attached to the outer shroud that slows the flow at this location.) In the downstream portion of the jet, a velocity profile approximating a Gaussian distribution, should be reached as shown by the CFD calculation, but an approximate “top hat” profile is shown by the instantaneous measured data instead (Fig. 9(b)). This may indicate that the jet in the CFD solution is diffusing faster than what is seen in the data. Outside the shear layer at x/d = 2.6, the radial velocity component (v) is three times higher than the predicted one. However, the 20 m/s far-field velocity was assumed as a boundary condition in the CFD calculation and is not a true prediction of far-field properties. Also at these axial locations a difference between calculated and experimental maximum velocity u of about 200 m/sec exists in the jet.

These discrepancies cannot be explained entirely at this time and no conclusions should be drawn, though careful analysis was performed on both the Rayleigh spectra processing and the CFD modeling. A variety of factors can lead to such discrepancies: First, not every property was measured so some assumptions were made in setting CFD boundary conditions. For example, the current CFD solutions were made with an assumed inflow turbulence level. Previous work has shown that the diffusion rate of the jet is sensitive to turbulence levels at the nozzle exit. Lower turbulence levels lead to a longer core flow while higher turbulence levels lead to more rapid diffusion and Gaussian-like profiles. Further processing of the data may reveal lower actual turbulence levels than what was assumed for the CFD calculations. Similarly, the nozzle exit pressure and the local near-field external pressure (expected to be slightly lower than atmospheric) were not measured so that the exact jet pressure ratio was not known. This pressure ratio affects the expansion/compression wave structure in the jet. It is also possible that the low pressure at the suction pipe entrance has the effect of accelerating the jet significantly near the exhaust pipe. Therefore the velocity u must be higher and in regions of subsonic flow the acceleration will reduce the jet diameter (by conservation of mass) as shown by the measurements including at the edge of the boundary; A simple back of the envelope calculation employing Euler’s equation suggests that this increase is very small (~5 m/sec) and can not explain the large discrepancy in the core (~200 m/sec) versus the small discrepancy at the edge (~100 m/sec). Second, unknown measurement errors while moving the probe volume, such as a variable reference intensity that could offset velocity with a variable quantity (unlikely); and Third, the most of concern, the unknown influence of Hydrogen combustion products and the Raman vibrational excitation of species (from CARS) on the Rayleigh spectra and its distribution of velocities.

D. Two-Point, and Axial-Radial Velocity Correlations

Figure 10 demonstrates spatial correlations of velocities measured simultaneously at two closely separated spatial points. The distance between points used to measure u_1 and u_2 (or v_1 and v_2) is 0.4 mm. The markers in red indicate upstream data at x/d = 0.87, and the markers in black, the downstream data at x/d = 11.02. Both measurements of u and v show correlation, i.e., the data are scattered along a line with the slope of approximately 45°. This indicates that a large fraction of the turbulence scale is resolved at least down to about 0.4 mm or about 6/1000 of a nozzle diameter for this type of flow.

Figure 10. Two-point correlations of velocities. The distance between points is 0.4 mm. Black and Red markers indicate upstream and the downstream data at x/d = 0.87 and x/d = 11, respectively.
The correlations between $u' = u - \overline{u}$ and $v' = v - \overline{v}$ velocities, where $u$ and $v$ are the velocity components measured simultaneously, and $\overline{u}$ and $\overline{v}$ are the corresponding mean velocities, are shown in Fig. 11. The black and red markers in Fig. 11(a) show the scatter in the data near the centerline at $x/d = 2.6$, and in the downstream at $x/d = 11$, respectively. In Fig. 11(b), the graph shows the velocity data obtained in the mixing layer at $(x, y)/d = (2.6, -0.4)$. The velocities have a relatively low correlation near the jet axis both in the upstream ($\overline{u'^2} = 2214 \text{ m}^2/\text{sec}^2$, $\overline{v'^2} = 958 \text{ m}^2/\text{sec}^2$, $\overline{u'v'} = -136 \text{ m}^2/\text{sec}^2$) and in the downstream flow ($\overline{u'^2} = 34335 \text{ m}^2/\text{sec}^2$, $\overline{v'^2} = 6108 \text{ m}^2/\text{sec}^2$, $\overline{u'v'} = -571 \text{ m}^2/\text{sec}^2$), as is expected based on the axisymmetry of the flowfield. In the mixing layer the velocities are correlated ($\overline{u'^2} = 43754 \text{ m}^2/\text{sec}^2$, $\overline{v'^2} = 12650 \text{ m}^2/\text{sec}^2$, $\overline{u'v'} = 10359 \text{ m}^2/\text{sec}^2$) as expected in a turbulent shear layer; note that in this data set $v'$ is positive radially inward and thus the sign of $\overline{u'v'}$ is consistent with expectations for a turbulent shear layer. Furthermore, turbulent energy and other statistical parameters necessary for turbulent model development can be extracted from this dataset. For example, the square root of the turbulent kinetic energy $\sqrt{\frac{1}{2} (u'^2 + v'^2 + w'^2)}$, where $v'$ is approximately $w'$ for axisymmetric flow, is measured to be 3.7% in the upstream at $x/d = 2.6$, about 18.5% in the downstream at $x/d = 11$, and 32% in the mixing layer at $(x, y)/d = (2.6, -0.4)$.

v. Conclusions

Measurements of two-components of flow velocity have been obtained at multiple points using a single-shot interferometric Rayleigh scattering (IRS) technique for the first time in a large-scale combustion flow. The measurements are performed on a Mach 1.6, Mach 5.5 sensible enthalpy, H2-air combustion heated jet at NASA Langley Research Center. The measurements are simultaneous with CARS using a combined CARS-IRS instrument that uses the same 9-nanosecond pulsed, injection seeded, Nd:YAG laser beam (at 532 nm) as the probe laser.

The data presented here summarizes preliminary measurements of the radial and streamwise velocity components near the centerline of the jet and at two radial profiles of streamwise velocity for the mixing case. The first data point of the test matrix, the closest to the nozzle exit, compares favorably with the CFD calculations using the VULCAN code. Further downstream the measured velocity shows overall higher values than the CFD values with a trend of convergence further downstream. Radial velocities are small in the mean, relative to the fluctuations, while discrepancies between the mean radial velocity and the CFD values are greater than expected. A variety of factors can cause such discrepancies such as the assumptions made in setting the CFD boundary conditions, unknown measurement errors while moving the probe volume, noisy Rayleigh spectra and the difficulty of fitting such noisy spectra. Of the most concern, is the unknown influence of Hydrogen combustion products and the Raman vibrational excitation of species (from CARS) on the Rayleigh spectra and its distribution of velocities.

The instrument precision and its systematic errors in the facility were estimated for the axial component to be about 30 m/sec, and 25 m/sec, respectively. For the radial component the instrument precision is better than 5 m/sec except that errors in alignment of the measurement coordinate system with the jet coordinate system can lead to larger systematic errors in $v$. The contribution of the $u$-component (at about 1100 m/sec) to the measured $v$-component (typically less than 100 m/sec) for a small angular misalignment can be as much as 20 m/sec per degree. The systematic error in velocity $u$ is negligibly small in such a case.

Finally, the instrument resolved the turbulent time and length scales of the jet flow, as shown in the comparison of turbulent properties and computations, proving it to be a valuable tool in combustion diagnostics and in supporting CFD modeling. Plausible measurements of the turbulent kinetic energy, $\overline{u'v'}$, the main component of the turbulent Reynolds stress, were presented.
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